Nuremburg Trials

WSA

The new Professor of Military
Science here explains come of
hi* experiences at the Nuremburg Trials. See story on page 3.

For an informative view Of
Women's Student Association, see
editorial comment on page 2.
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For USC Game

Sophomores And Freshmen
Do Not Get Date Tickets

—Nesbitt

What Do You Mean, No Tickets?

Coed Self-Government
To Face Test Tuesday
NEWS ANALYSIS By DENNIS BOLT
On February 7, the student
body, voting in a student government referendum, passed
an amendment to the student
body constitution creating the
Women's Student Association
as an autonomous entity of
student government.
I he referendum, as passed,
empowered
..-j.A. to legislate, adjudicate and administer the affairs of all regularly
enrolled women students.
So a legal creature was born
That creature, however, had
no functional organization.
The processes of electing officers, the division of responsibilities and all other functional
specifications were not included in the referendum.
Consequently, amendments
to the WSA constitution containing all these specifications
were drawn up and office elections held, some last semester
and some this semester.

Ihere is just one loophole,
however. The amendments,
which required a two-thirds
majority vote of all voting
students to be ratified, was
never voted on.
So, WSA, however strongly
it exists on paper under the
provisions of the referendum
passed February 7, has no
administrative, legislative or
judicial power, because the
powers of the referendum have
not been initiated through a
constitution.
Therefore, there is no president of WSA, no Association
Council and no Judicial
Board.
Coeds will be offered two alternatives to the situation that
now exists when they vote
Tuesday on the proposed
amendments to the old WSA
constitution.
A yes vote will fully em-

power WSA to control women
students' affairs through its
organizational structure.
If the proposed amendment
is rejected, coeds must either
draw up and vote on another
constitution or return to the
status of a social organization
and lobby group.
A no vote will return the
legislative prerogative to student senate.
The women's judicial system, then, would be taken out
of the framework of the legally
nonexistent WSA judiciary
and returned to the fold of the
general student body judiciary.
As far as legislation is concerned, the senate could establish a committee on women's
affairs to present legislation
on the floor of the senate after
effective consultation with women students.
(Continued on page 6)

Freshmen and sophomores learned this week
they would not be able to
obtain date tickets for the
Clemson-Carolina game
on November 3.
Assistant Athletic Director H. C. McLellan
said there was only 2000
date tickets reserved for
the student body.
McLellan explained,
"Usually only 45 to 50
per cent of those students
receiving their guaranteed ticket buy a date
ticket. This year over 90
per cent of the juniors
and seniors bought date
tickets. This completely
eliminated any chance of
underclassmen getting a
date ticket unless they
have a season date
ticket."
The lines of sophomores on the loggia
Wednesday waiting to
get their tickets were generally displeased with the
Athletic
Department's
procedures.
One student reportedly
wept when he heard he
would not be able to attend the game with his
date.

To Play Major Role
Marshall Parker, Republican candidate for the United
States Senate, told Clemson's
College Republican Club last
Thursday night that the youth
of America can and must play
a vital role in this year's elections.
A crowd of over 250 students and local townspeople
gathered for the speech in the
Chemistry Building auditori-

By DARRYL HICKMAN
Staff Writer
rooms can be remodeled.
Hill said that money is the
biggest problem. At the present time the university has no
funds to do any work on these
dormitories. Hill stated that
the money might be raised by
a bond issue.
Now that the engineering report is in, the next step is to
contact a company to prepare
plans for installation of air
conditioning.
Another problem is when
time will be found to do the
work, according to Hill. One
company could not do all the
work in one summer and it
would be hard to contract
five different companies to do
one building apiece.
It was disclosed by the dormitory office that the Physical
Plant has been asked to prepare a model room for university inspection. Materials,
labor and ideas will be supplied by the Physical Plant.
The proposed location of this
model room has not been decided.

was delighted to have the opportunity to create a piece for
a particular situation in Clemson rather than send it elsewhere for exhibition or sale
The board of directors oi
Wesley Foundation commissioned Professor Acorn to do
a sculpture.
The Rev. Davis Bilberry,
director of Wesley Foundation, said he was glad to display it because it would be the
subject of discussions for students for many years.

urn. The meeting was the first
scheduled program of the year
for the Republican group.
Mr. Parker, referring specifically to the disorders in Chicago during the Democratic
National Convention this
week, stated his concern for
the nation's future.
"I am sure that I share this
concern with every American
who believes in the conservative principles of government
on which America was
founded," Parker said.
"Conservatism to me does
not mean 'reactionism,'" he
explained. "By conservatism
I mean those basic values of
honesty and respect for the
individual." In criticizing his
opponent, incumbent Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C.
Charleston, Parker told of his
own role as chairman of South
Carolina's delegation to the
Republican National Convention in Miami Beach.
"What type representative of
the people does a man make
who won't even go to his own
party's convention?" asked
Parker. Hollings was not a
delegate to the Democratic
convention.
Parker made an unsuccessful bid for the same Senate seat
in 1966. Mr. Hollings won
that race by a 2 per cent margin after having defeated Donald S. Russell in the Democratic primary.
Bill DePass, president of the
College Republican Club, presented Mr. Parker a check for
$100, to be used in his Senate
campaign.

sible way we could have
foreseen this demand,
but in spite of our difficulties we will see that
our students have seats
and that they will always
have priority in our
planning. We shall do
all in our power to avoid
a repetition of this week's
situation."
" I think Frank Howard
has sold us down the
river two years in a row,"
said Sophomore Pete
Pappas as he waited for
his ticket in the loggia
line.
As one student received
his ticket he turned and
muttered, "If they won't
support us, we won't support them."

Negroes
Discuss
Problems
By BILL PORTERF1ELD

Staff Writer
"Happenings Clemson
USA," the first program in a
series on " Happenings America," was presented Monday at
the YMCA.
The program centered
around frank discussions by
Dr. Amin Martin and Eddie
Pettigrew, two Negro members of the community.
Pettigrew, a former University employe, professed to
have had what he termed a
"good life," but said, "There
never has been a time in my
life when I didn't need some
sort of help."
He related that in the past
Negroes were happy in their
ignorance, but stressed that
these people who were ignorant and unintelligent were
the most susceptible to education. He said that Negroes
today shouldn't let opportunities which are available go
unattempted.
Pettigrew admits that a better time has come for Negroes
in today's society. He expressed that this was especially true around Clemson
"where a good racial atmosphere avails."
He pointed out, however,
that many people seem to have
a "hands off" attitude, or at
least a slight indifference. It
was this indifference that supposedly hurts the Negro
cause.
Dr. Martin, born in Anderson County, seemed to take a
somewhat different attitude
from that of Pettigrew.
This change of attitude can
possibly be attributed to the
different generations of the two
men. Whereas Pettigrew
viewed the Negro situation by
looking at the past, Martin
viewed it by looking at the
present.
The sum total of the Negro
problem today, as expressed
by Pettigrew and Martin, is
the failure of people to see the
Negro as an individual rather
than collectively as a race.

Fine Arts Films

Wesley Foundation
Is Given Sculpture
Professor John Acorn recently mounted a people-stopping sculpture at the Clemson
Wesley
Foundation. This
work had previously been on
display at the Piedmont Invitational Painting and Sculpture Exhibition in Charlotte,
N.C.
The sculpture hasaconcrete
base from which rises a trunk
of brazed Monel. . The top
is surrounded by a thorny
ring of yellow bronze.
Professor Acorn saidthathe

One unidentified student said "Fire Frank
Howard, he doesn't care
about us."
McLellan commented:
"We've done everything
we can. Our obligation
ends at providing students with tickets."
He said the reasons
for only 2000 date tickets
being available included:
priority of IPTAY members,
USC receiving
15,000 tickets, and the
date of the game being
changed to the week before Thanksgiving instead of Thanksgiving
weekend as it has been
in past years.
Last year a similar
situation occurred at the
Alabama game forcing
some students to sit in
the end zone. Unprecedented student demand
for game tickets forced
issuance of general admission tickets rather
than reserved tickets to
several hundred freshmen.
After this mishap, President Edwards commented, "There is no pos-

Parker Urges Youth

Cool Barracks
Being Studied
Henry H. Hill, director of
auxiliary enterprises of the
Business and Finance Office,
stated work is continuing on
air conditioning and remodeling of dormitories 4,5,6,7&8.
A study on the engineering
feasibility of air conditioning
these dormitories was submitted to the Business and
Finance Office on August 30.
"We are proceeding in the
most practical way to get the
job done," Hill said. "We now
know the approximate cost
of airconditioning."
Also during the summer,
four different companies prepared model rooms in the
basement of dormitory 7.
None of these rooms met the
approval or specifications of
the university. The rooms
have since been dismantled,
according to Hill.
Hill stated that these rooms
were prepared so that the university could get some ideas
for remodeling the rooms, but
the air-conditioning work
must be completed before the

By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
News Editor

Wesley Sculpture

—Hobson

By MARTHA SEAY
Staff Writer
Members of the Clemson of film clips collected from the
Fine Arts Film Series have classic comedies of the 1920's,
announced a tentative sched- will be shown on Oct. 2.
On October 9, "Through a
ule for fall semester presentaGlass Darkly," an Ingmar
tions.
"Seance on a Wet After- Bergmann film will be shown.
noon," an English horror The film concerns a girl's inmovie directed by Brian sanity and her father's incapaForbes will be presented on city to love.
The last film in the series,
September 11.
"Mickey One," a Warren "The Pawnbroker," will be
Beatty-Arthur Penn produc- shown on October 16. Rod
tion, will be presented on Sep- Steiger plays a post-World
War II Jewish pawnbroker in
tember 18.
Harlem.
The third film in the series,
Semester tickets may be ob"Red Desert," presented on
September 25, depicts "man's: tained for $3 from Pete Snyalienation in a modern, indus- der, Jeff Steinfeldt, Lyn Bethea
or Gorden Hesse. Ticket sales
trial waste land in Italy."
are limited to 200 members.
"Laughing 20's,"consisting

News Briefs
ID Cards
All students who have not had their ID
pictures shot may have them made until
noon today, in the Photo Lab in the basement
of the P&A Building. After noon today students having ID pictures made will be assessed the $3 penalty fee.

Town Criers
■

The Central Dance Association will present
The Town Criers in concert Wed., Sept. 11, in the
Field House from 8-10 p.m. Advanced tickets will
be $1.50 per couple, and tickets will be $2.00 at the
door.
The C.D.A. urges that if the students want to
have more Wednesday night concerts, the students
will have to show their support.

Organizations
All student organizations' Homecoming Display sites will be assigned on Tuesday, Sept. 10,
at 6 p.m. in the Student Government Office.

Homecoming Displays
Current student organization reports are due
in the Office of Student Affairs by Sept. 16. If
they are not in by this date the organization's
charter will be revoked.

Daily Bulletin
On Monday, Sept. 9, the office of the Director
of Student Activities will begin publication of a
Daily Bulletin which will be distributed campuswide both on bulletin boards and on the Loggia.
This bulletin is designed to convey information on student activities and events to the entire
student body. Anyone wishing to list an event
in the bulletin must obtain a blank from the Student Activities Office on the seventh level of the
Student Center, fill it out, and return it no later
than 1 p.m. of the day prior to publication.

Glee Club
Last week's article on the glee club was incorrect.
For the past two years the glee clubs have had
springs tours which have been successes. However,
they were not the most expensive trips in school
history, according to Joseph E. Jackson, director
of glee clubs.
"The administration has been generous to us,"
said Jackson, "and we are not experiencing extreme
financial difficulties."

Prof Poll
Within the next two weeks, all students will
have an opportunity to register their opinions
of professors in the Taps-Tiger Top Prof Poll.
Each student will vote for one professor per
school or college and legitimate academic
criteria shall be the basis for voting.

Free Subscriptions
All former Clemson students now serving in
Vietnam are eligible to receive a free subscription
to The Tiger. Such individuals are requested to send
name and APO or FPO address to: The Tiger,
Box 2097 University Station, Clemson, S. C.
29631. Also, good luck to all of you and hurry
back!

Georgia Buses
A group of students have chartered several
buses to the Clemson-University of Georgia football
game on Sept. 28, and are now selling tickets in
the dorms.
Tickets are being sold for $6 round trip, which
includes a box lunch.
The buses will leave the loggia at 11:30 a.m.,
Sept. 28, and will return by 7 p.m. that day.
Tickets will be sold next week on the loggia
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Duke LaGrone, spokesman
for the venture, said this is the quickest, safest, and
most fun way to see The Tigers beat the Bulldogs.
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Shades Of Carrie Nation

The opinions expressed hertiryare those of the
individual writer, with the exception of the lead
editorial, which represent! the opinion of The
tiger senior staff and is written by the Editorin-Chief, unless otherwise indicated.
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Separate, But Equal
The controversy surrounding the
W.S.A. does not center on the question of voting for a good or bad
constitution or organization.
The problem goes much deeper
and is easily explained if we understand the power of politics.
Why all the confusion and controversy?
Someone apparently tried to railroad the W.S.A. constitution through
without free and honest discussion by
women students.
This, in itself, is a cheap and bumbling political tactic. But more significantly, it is a major injustice to all
Clemson coeds.
It is appalling to think that a few
powerful individuals would try to
establish their self-designed little
kingdom and neglect the feelings and
desires of the majority of our coeds.
It is also appalling that this group
would construct a constitution combining the presidency of W.S.A. and
the chairmanship of the Association
Council, the coeds' legislative body.
This is a blatant denial of the
principle of separation of powers.
What if the President of the United
States was also head of Congress?
Frightening.
We ask why coed attorneys were
selected without interviews. We wonder what criteria have been established for the selection of these attor-

neys. Apparently none, other than
political patronage and personal
favoritism.
It is time for the women students
on this campus to have a reasonable
share in the execution of their affairs.
It is time for the abolishment of
certain political cliques which impose
the products of their personal ambitions on other students.
It is time for some coed rulers to
realize that for Clemson to have an
effective and truly representative student government, both men and
women students must work together
in one legal body, forsaking the
interests of no one.
We have great faith in the student
senate and believe that our coeds will
be represented on its floor.
It is indeed time for our student
leaders to come together and iron
out this ever-recurring problem.
But only through the desire of
these leaders to serve those they
represent will any effective solution
be realized.
Our male students have had
reasonable representation for some
time now. We hope that our coeds
can have the same.
If they are to have this representation, they must vote NO Tuesday and put a stop to the politics of
self-interest.
—Dennis Bolt

By JOHN NORTON
Associate Editor
"The weekly meeting of the
White Slave Association will
please come to order." Chairwoman Ruby Stamp cleared
her throat daintily, "Order,
please! The Association chaplain, Chastity Belk, will please
open the meeting with prayer."
The perfumed assemblage
bowed their heads reverently,
"Most gracious heavenly
Father," the blue-eyed chaplain began, "please be with
us on this night, help us to be
a guiding light, bringing girls
who've strayed to sin, back
within the fold again."
The prayer was followed by
a chorus of "Amens" from the

audience.
" The usual order of business
tonight would normally be the
reading of last week's minutes
by WSA secretary Minnie Morrells. However, due to a most
dire and nefarious situation,
the Calendar of Order will be
disregarded tonight.
"It seems, my fellow Association members, that the very
existence of our beloved organization is threatened."
Moans of anguish and surprise rose from the group.
"Impossible!" And a cry of
fury leapt into the air.
"Who?" "Who has done this
thing? Tell us who! Tell us

who!"
"And well you might ask,
my tender ones. But prepare
yourself for this! It was not
one of the evil, dirty-minded
men 'over there' but one of
us!"
"Give us her name! Give us
her name!"
"You shall have her name,
my dears. Yes, youshallhave
her name! This act of treason
shall not go unpunished! And
you know the punishment for
treason!"
"Three minors!" they cried.,
"Three minors!"
"And unless this insurrection is quelled right now, be-

somewhere while he watches the
game alone.
And still they tell us athletics exist
for the students.
One boy burned his football ticket
"in protest of the Athletic Department's absolute control of the university."
But the cries of irate students are
not going to reach the ears of higher
officials simply because of economics. Not very many students are
gold card IPTAY members.
What is going to happen when no
date tickets will be available to stu-,
dents? And finally, tickets will be sold
only to upperclassmen? When will it
stop?
But the problem is not going to be
solved. Instead it is going to become
worse.
The only solutions to the problem
are extending the seats and making
the stadium into a bowl.
No plans for the former have been
made for the near future, and if the
stadium were turned into a bowl, it
would be too hot for the players,
Athletic Department officials say.
What is going to happen when the
student body of Clemson reaches
10,000 and that of Carolina reaches
15,000 or 20,000?Wherewill the cutback on ticket sales be made then?
Among alumni? Or among students?

(Editor's Note: WSA President "in tandem" Becky Carlton was offered space in this
week's Tiger to present her
views on the WSA controversy.
The following quotes were
submitted by her to fill that
space.)

^^

Open Column

Rat Speaks On The System
When a boy decides to enter
Clemson University, one of
the first things his "helpful associates" are sure to mention
to him is the Rat System.
Immediately a sense of
dread begins to build within
the prospective student's mind
—dread of what will happen to
him on his arrival at Clemson
University. This dread remains with him until his first
arrival on campus; by now,
however, it has grown almost
to a morbid fear of what is to
come. He feels many things
hanging over him; above all,
he awaits with terror the inhuman haircut.
Before long, the system
takes hold of the new class
and begins its four-week
"test" of the new students. Our

student has his head shaved
and becomes, officially, a
member of the Freshman
Class. A new feeling begins to
stir in the depths of his mind;
a deep-rooted feeling of resentment toward anyone who
crosses him.
He begins to feel the impact
of the system; he runs errands,
cleans rooms, cheers and attends pep rallies. All during
this time, new thoughts begin
to materialize in his head, and
unanswered questions show
themselves.
What is rat season? Why
does it exist? Am I participating in it out of fear and fear
alone, or do I really believe
in it? What is "Clemson

Can it be that Mr. Smith and
I saw the same movie? If, in
truth, the movie is "TheGreen
Berets" that Mr. Smith has
seen, then I suggest his editorial comments ("Green Berets
Win Battle, Fail to Deliver
Message" Aug. 30, 1968, p.3)
be justly labeled not an essay
in "Blood and Guts," but a
yellow-journalistic descent into the bowels of "Crud and
Smut." Let's get to the point.
Mr. Smith is a liar.
I charge Mr. Smith with fictionalization of scenes, distortion of theme and blatant false
quotation. I am submitting a
copy of Mr. Smith's article to
Batjac Productions for possible legal action. What charge?
Try libel—or did you know
that printed falsehoods of an
unflattering or damaging nature was libel, Mr. Smith?
As reference you may wish
to cite Webster's New World
Dictionary of the American
Language (College Edition),
World Publishing Company,
Cleveland and New York,
p. 843 under "libeling," definition numbers 2 and 3.
I will take neither the time
nor trouble to expound on the
untruths fn paragraphs nos.
1,5,8 or 10, that is, unless you
would like for me to do so at a

future date, Expert Smith.
It would seem that patriotism — or nationalism, or
whatever you wish to term
it—has become a bit banal to
our super-sophisticated critics.
Their minds are dancing on
the elusive pink clouds of international welfare while our
own country bleeds both externally and internally in its
fight against Communist imperialism and subversion.
Is the " Green Berets " attemp t
to justify our presence in South
Vietnam so "overbearing, and
utterly ridiculous?" I think
not, Mr. Smith. Your article,
however, fits that description
to a tee.
Simms Anderson
Class of '70
Dear Sir:
It is clearly evident that
Michael Smith did not see the
motion picture the "Green
Berets," or else his memory is
quite poor. In the scene he described, the two soldiers he
described as being machinegunned down were in actuality
encountered in hand-to-hand
combat.
But Mr. Smith's memory is
not in question, rather his
opinion. He cries that two
armed soldiers can be "mercilessly" murdered, but he

neglects the fact that innocent
civilians can be murdered as a
part of "proper" warfare.
He laments the battle scenes
were the "most tasteless scenes
in American Cinema History,"
however, does he not remember the blood covered body of
the late Senator Kennedy pictured on every possible news
media. Is this not "tasteless"
too, Mr. Smith? You cry at the
violence you saw as a portrayal on the screen, but remember the blood you saw on
Senator Kennedy was real.
He furthermore complains
that the picture has no plot.
May I remind him that the
movie is based on the book
which was a series of operations undertaken by members
of the Special Forces. Also,
does war itself have a plot?
I think not; so is it necessary
for apictureaboutwartohave
a plot, or one so obvious that
it is printed across the screen?
Mr. Smith asks that we go
back to "romanticizing the
past." Has he forgotten that
entire cities were destroyed by
firebombs, two cities were destroyed by single bombs and
six million people were murdered because they had a "improper" religion? Indeed, Mr.
Smith the past was quite

romantic.
John H. Day
Class of '71
Dear Mr. Day
and Mr. Anderson:
I feel I must answer your
letter concerning my review of
"The Green Berets." First, I
would like to say that my
memory did fail me as I saw
the movie several months ago.
I also think that you misunderstood the whole intent of
my attacking the violence in
the film. When I attacked the
violence, I wasn't trying to
deny that innocent civilians
could be killed; I was condemning the movie studio for
displaying the violence that
they had promised to withhold. I do remember the
blood-covered bodies of the
late Senator Kennedy, the late
President Kennedy and Dr.
Martin Luther King. The
magazines that carried these
pictures were not trying to
boost their sells, however, they
were trying to show the society
in which we live that violence
does exist and that violence is
to be detested and not flagrantly exploited.
The movie company was,

on the other hand, trying to
sell tickets to see a very inartistic movie which made no
effort to solve, logically, the
problems we face in Vietnam.
I was not attacking the brutality of the war but the brutality
of the film.
Perhaps the war in Vietnam
needs a plot. There are,
assuredly, plans made by our
military leaders.
When I speak of "romanticizing the past," I mean that
our people have healed
enough of their wounds from
our former military endeavors to view the past wars with
hindsight. We do not need
John Wayne or anyone else
to1 open new sores for the
American public. We are already subjected to the horrors
of this war by our extensive
television courage. We should
not be subjected further by a
politically inept movie crew,
out to make money, to the
gruesomeness of this war. I
did not question the war in
Vietnam; I do question the
scruples of the company who
filmed the movie.
Sincerely,
Michael Smith
Staff Writer

Cheryl Jensen, Sr. Senator
..."Girls should make their
own rules!"
Nancy Dannals, Jr. Class
Treas..."We live by them—let
us make them!"
Jane Hass, Pres. Sigma Beta
Chi..."The WSA enables the
girls as a group to make their
own rules and to try violations themselves. I believe in
this."
Rowena Sobczyk, Jr. Class
Secretary..."Only girls know
about girl problems."
Margaret Kirkland, majorette..." I'm all for WSA. Girls
should be able to make rules
themselves."

FRAMPTON DURBAN
Class of'72

Reviewer Said To Be On Pink Clouds Descends
To Clarify Comments On "Green Berets" Movie
Dear Sir:

"Yes, the men will come.
And then—and..." she choked
with emotion, "and then there
will be drinking and lewd con-,
duct and staying out to all
hours of the night. One, two in
the morning!"
"Lynch the beast, string her
up!"
"No more social restriction!
No more 8:45 curfew to protect those poor little freshman
lambs!"
Now murder gleamed in the
eye of the crowd.
"No more strict campus, no
more double penalties! Our
fair will be besieged by acts of
a vile and indecent nature.
Moral terpitude will reign!
And I say it must be stopped!
Stopped I say!"
"Crucify her! Burn the
witch!"
The assembly was no longer
a group of composed young
ladies carrying out their
weekly duties, but a mob,
ready for blood. Their leader
scrambled ungraciously to the
top of the podium and snouted
for all to hear, "Now we must
act! Tonight we must rid ourselves of this pestilence! Follow me girls! Follow me to the
doorsteps of the infidel!"
And so, without any formal
move for adjournment, they
left the hall, and marching in
a manner reminescent of the
Women's Christian Temperance Union, were off to battle
for maidenhood.

Prominent Campus Coeds
Give WSA Their Support

Rah, Rah,..
Angry and confused sophomores
paced the loggia with tears in their
eyes Wednesday night. Unsuspecting
freshmen lugged mattresses and
blankets onto the cold stone floor to
begin their long night's vigil in hope
of getting good seats for them and
their dates.
Then the word spread. No date
tickets for freshmen or sophomores.
The Athletic Department had apparendy goofed again by providing
only 2,000 date tickets for 6,000
tickets.
Last year a similar situation happened at the Alabama game. Freshmen were issued general admission
tickets instead of reserve tickets and
were forced to sit in the end zone—
some on the grass.
At that time, however, the students
were assured that measures would
be taken to assure that this would
not happen again.
But apparently no further planning was made, for only 2,000 date
tickets were allotted for 6,000
students. Increased upperclassmen
purchases and IPTAY priorities
soon depleted the remaining ticket
supply.
Now there are freshmen and
sophomores who will have dates
travel great distances for this event
— only to have the poor girl sit

fore it gets totally out of hand,
this campus will be subjected
to a state of civil disorder unparalleled in the history of
this nation."
"Stop them!" they cried.
"They'll burn their in-andout cards in the streets!" the
chairwoman shouted.
"Stomp
them!" they
cried.
"They'll bare their bodies in
shorts and mini-skirts and
march brazenly before the
very heart of the University,
Our sacred Killmen Hall!"
By this time, the meeting
was a total disaster. The
crowd of screaming women
stood on chairs, shouted from
tables, and fell to the floor,
pounding it with their tiny fists
and weeping in great numbers.
"And wait, wait my friends!
My darling fellow members!
You haven't heard the worst!
If our hallowed organization,
for which we have sacrificed
our time and tears..."
"Our time and tears," they
cried, "Our time and tears!"
"...if this organization were
to fall; fall and be destroyed
by this evil, corrupt, vile witch
of a woman..."
"Give us her name!" the new
shibboleth rang out from
every corner, "Give us her
name!"
"...if this woman is allowed
to destroy us, the men will
come."
"Oh, no! Not that—not the
men! Not the men!"

Spirit?" The answers to these
questions provide the key that
the "Rat" has been looking
for.
He first begins to think of
his haircut, that being the
closest thing to him. Closer
and closer he comes to answering the all important question,
"Why?" Then one day he
emerges from the darkness of
doubt and wonder into the
realization of the two main
reasons for the existence and
success of Rat Season.
As the blundering Freshman cheers, recites and yells,
he finds himself becoming
more and more aware of what
he is saying. He begins to see,
hear and feel Clemson growing into him. The campus begins to mean something to
him; the buildings become
more majestic; the grounds
more beautiful. He finds himself meaning what he says in.
the Alma Mater.
In a few short weeks he has
emerged from a terrified boy
into a proud member of -the
Clemson University Student
Body. Now he has discovered
the first purpose of Rat Season
—spirit and pride for Clemson.
When our "rat" had his hair
cut, he felt lost. He was under
the impression that he had surrendered his individuality and
become a member of the
"flock." However, as the weeks
went by, he reached a second
realization; one perhaps more
important than the first. He began to realize that individuality comes from within, not from
outward appearance alone.
He learned to be an individual by his actions and not by
his looks. Above all else he
learned to take the occasionally inhuman treatment given
him by the upperclassmen.
Anyone can complain; only a
man can take it.
These realizations, as trivial
as they may seem, will stand
our "Rat" on solid ground after his graduation from Clemson University. He will have a
heritage to live up to, and a
proud Clemson background
to remember. Above all else he
will be an individual with a
purpose.

Virginia Carroll, ex-chairman of the supposed Judicial
Board ... "I agreewiththenew
constitution and think it
should be put into effect."
Susan Klinck, ex-Vice Pres.
of WSA..."The only way girls
can live by the rules is to be
able to make them."
Jan Curlee, Frosh nominee
for WSA Association Council
..."Girls know what is best for
girls and should be allowed
to make rules accordingly."

Clemson coed."
Linda Pruit, WSBF Sr. Staffer..."! think it's only fitting
and proper for girls to make
girls' rules."
Carol 1'atey, ex-W.sA Activities Chairman..."WSA was
approved although a technicality keeps it from being legal— I am still in favor of it. "
Judi Kossler, Var. Cheer-'
leader..."It is unquestionable.
We should have WSA."
Cathy Dodds, Soph. Senator ... "Four years of hard
work should not be destroyed
by a small technicality."
Darra Williamson, Central
Spirit Committee & Var.
Cheerleader..."Coll ege women have a right to voice
their opinions and to make
decisions concerning the rules
which govern them."
Shelley IV. liarbary, Order
of Athena..."People can not
understand a situation until
they themselves have been
placed in that situation; therefore, it would be impossible
for male students to arbitrarily make the rules by which the
women students are forced to
live. We need a A'.->A. '

Helen Bunch, Central Spirit
Committee ... "WSA — all the
way!"
Beckie Ballard, Past Pres.
WSA..."It is very imperative
that we have a WSA that can
function in the interest of all
Carroll Hunter, Pres. ISC girls at Clemson. Our women
and member Executive Re- must realize the importance of
search Committee ... "Boys WSA so that we might function
who don't understand or ap- as a unit, not in the interest of
preciate the coed situation a few girls or boys."
should not be allowed to have
Cathy Moss, Pres. Delta
a voice in the governing of Theta Chi &Var. Cheerleader
coeds."
—"WSA is the only binding
Delores Violette, past chair. force for Clemson women, and
Women's Residence Court... I think this organization must
"I endorse WSA because I see remain in order for the women
enormous advantages in a to express their feelings on the
rules that govern them."
new Judicial system."
Laura Hayes, Junior coed...
Sara Karesh, Jr. Senator...
"Past experience has proven "Girls are capable of making
the senate does very little for effective rules and should be
girls. Let girls govern girls." allowed to do so!"
Paula Sloan, rat master...
Kay Knoy, majorette...
"WSA will go a long way to "I feel through the girls we
modernize the rules of the can get things done."
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Gallery Features
Art Of The City
The School of Architecture's
Lee Hall Gallery is currently
exhibiting The Art of The City,
a pictorial documentation of
20th century city-building design.
The exhibit brings together
ideas and realities of 17 multiple-use buildings and projects, called infrastructures,
whose principal design criteria
are the coordination of beauty
with the dynamic and spatial
characteristics of 20thcentury
living.
Because of the large scale
of the "cities", construction solutions are innovations in
themselves. But the prime concerns are the amenities provided to the users and the conservation of land area.
Open spaces for light and
air are designed into privately-owned "cities" such as
the Rockefeller Center. Circulation and storage of motor
vehicles are provided, eliminating the confusion generated by the mixing of both
cars and pedestrians.

Composites of apartments,
offices, shops and theatres allow for the minimal need of
automobiles but provide for
their use. The vertical city of
LeCorbusier also includes
schools, a hospital and rooftop gymnasium.
Art of the City was first installed in the galleries of the
University of Michigan by the
Ann Arbor Art Association
and is an assemblage from
international sources: from
Canada, Safdie's Habitat 67
for Montreal; from France,
LeCorbusier's Unite De Habitation, and Yona Friedman's
Paris Spatial; from Great Britain, Copcutt's Cumbernauld
New Town and Peter Cook's
Plug-in City; from the USA,
Soleri's Mesa City, proposals
of R. Buckminster Fuller and
David Lewis for Pittsburgh,
and others.
Clemson's
Architectural
Foundation and the School
of Architecture are sponsors
of the exhibit, which will be
on display at the Lee Hall
Gallery through Sept. 24.

Lee Gallery-
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Prof* Lehotsky Says

Czechs' Independence
Crushed By Invasion
By JOHN DAVEY
Features Editor
"This is only my personal
opinion, but I believe that the
recent Czech communist lib-r
eralization movement was the
beginning, only the beginning
1
of a gradual movement to-

Dr. Lehotsky

New PMS Recalls Duties
In Vietnam, Nuremburg
Col. George K. Maertens
has begun his first year as
professor of Military Science
at Clemson after recently returning from Vietnam.
The veteran Army officer
has served in Germany, at the
Nuremburg trials, in the Republic of Free China (Taiwan) and Vietnam.
Maertens is a man with a resolute-belief in the foreign policies and objectives of the
United States. "The United
States has a national policy
that must be supported by its
citizens," asserted Maertens.
His various tours of duty
have strengthened his opinion that the U.S. Army is the
greatest stabilizing force in
the world today, he said.
Maertens believes that Vietnam, Korea and Taiwan are
still free because of American
military policy.
He returned from Vietnam
in June where he served as
senior adviser to one of the
ten Vietnamese infantry divisions.
"The greatest difficulty encountered by American forces
in Vietnam is the security of
the villages and hamlets,"
stated Maertens. He said Viet
Cong terrorism is the hampering force in the war effort.
"This is strictly a Guerrilla
war," said Maertens. "They
know everything about us.
They know where our encampments are, how many men we
have, but we don't know where
they are. It's like trying to find
a needle in a haystack."
Maertens said the Viet Cong
are finding it hard to fill their
demands for manpower. It is
for this reason, he said, the
expected mass offensive on
Saigon this spring never occurred.
"Their forces were hurt so
much as a result of the Tet
offensive that they were probably unable to build up forces
to carry out the threat,"stated
Col. Maertens.
Internal corruption and inefficiency in Vietnam are
hindering the war effort in
Maerten's opinion. A prospering "Black Market" on U.S.
goods and difficulty in controlling the resources of the
nation, such as rice and gasoline, are giving the enemy a

By DONNA SMITH
Staff Writer
slight advantage tnat enables
the Viet Cong to continue their
offensive.
In regard to the bombing
halts in Vietnam,
Col.
Maertens said, "I, like all military people, feel that any
bombing we can get is a great
assistance to the fighting
men."
Maertens referred to the Vietnamese war as a political war.
He also stated that their military forces are a tool of the
country. He would not make
any speculation on the probability of a victory in Vietnam
in the immediate future. He
emphasized, however, that the
Vietnamese are fighting
against a fanatical, determined people who won't easily
give up.
AT NUREMBURG
After World War II Maertens
served as a guard at the
Nuremburg trials of Naziwar
criminals. From his experience in Germany he said that
he was able to see why the
trials took place. Maertens
stated that he supported the
decision even though the trials

for "crimes against humanity"
set a world-wide precedent.
The conviction of the top
party leaders of the Nazi
regime and their more important subordinates was justified, said Maertens. He said
the question of the legality of
the trials in respect to the idea
of "Ex Post Facto" is a question that will never be settled.
Maertens worked in 1963
with the forces of Chiang KaiShek in Taiwan. He speculated that Chiang Kai-Shek's
oldest son could be the successor of the aging leader of the
Republic of Free China. He
said the people of Taiwan welcome U.S. aid and are very
much pro-American. Maertens commented that the dominant hope of the people is still
to return to the China Mainland.
Maertens again emphasized
his belief in the worth of American military policy when talking about U.S. involvement in
Southeast Asia. He said,
"Why are we in Southeast
Asia? We're there to meet the
objectives, policies, and goals
of the United States."

Col, Maertens

ward democracy." Dr. Koloman Lehotsky, former Czech
citizen and head of the forestry department at Clemson,
made, this statement in a Tiger
interview this week.
Dr. Lehotsky received a degree in forestry from
Bohemian Technical Institute
in 1928. He arrived in the
United States in 1929 and received his Ph.D. from the University of Michigan.
"It has been years since I
have been in Czechoslovakia,
but I have corresponded with
friends there up to the time of
the invasion," said Dr.
Lehotsky.
The Communist party was
active in Czechoslovakia during Dr. Lehotsky's student
days. "Ilearnedfirsthandthat
the communists continually
emphasize the basic rights of
man, such as freedom of
speech and of the press. However, when they take over,
these are the first to go. The
first things theRussians seized
were the radio stations and
newspapers.
"The Czechs were wise in
offering no military resistance
to the Russians," Lehotsky
said. "The Hungarians lost
their tempers
and were
crushed.
"The Hungarian Revolution
was a noble attempt, but it
was doomed because of the
superior strength of the Russians.
"The Czechs did resist, but
in a non-violent manner
wherever possible," stated
Lehotsky. "They tore down
signposts and refused to cooperate with the invaders.
"The people of Czechoslovakia were able to prove to
the Russians and to the rest
of the world that they objected to the Soviet domination, and that they desired
freedom."
Dr. Lehotsky asserted that
the Czech people attempted a
gradual break with the Russians. "They had to remember
that there are close economic
ties between the Soviets and
the Czechs. For example, in
the section of Czechoslovakia
where I was raised, there was
large concentration of steel
mills. The Russians now supply most of the steel for these
mills. There could be no successful revolution if the steel
supply was cut off."
According to Dr. Lehotsky,
the Czech people will probably
continue to co-operate with
their leaders in offering nonviolent resistance to the invaders.
"If I were in Czechoslovakia
today, I would watch and
wait. I believe that Dubcek is
a strong leader who has the
best interests of his country in
mind. I don't believe that the

Russians will be able to intimidate him."
"The Czech people believe
in authority —not the authority that tries to crush people's
freedom, but a real authority
that is able to guide and help
the people. The Prague government was able to stand up
to the Russians because it had
the united support of the
people. Dubcek's government
was able to co-ordinate the
people's efforts and resistance, " Lehotsky stated.
Dr. Lehotsky said that, as a
majority, the Czech people
have never been oriented toward Communism. He said
that they have had a demo-

cratic tradition for many
years. "The Russian invasion
has not crushed the hopes and
the beliefs of the Czech people.
You can imprison the body,
but you can't restrict the
mind."
Dr. Lehotsky concluded the
interview by stating, "The
greatest problem of the Czechs
is that they are a small but
important country. The people are hard workers and are
proud of their country. Idon't
believe that they have been
crushed by the Russian invasion. The Czechs still believe
in and desire freedom. I hope
and pray—I believe that one
day they will achieve it."

Classified Ads
To place a classified ad,
phone TIGER office, Ext. 274,
or stop in at the office from
5-7 Mon. or Tues.
Rtes are 1.15/Une (25 letters/line), minimum of 3 lines.
$.10 extra/line for bold print
1st line.

BACK-BAY LAKE APARTMENTS (Married students
and faculty)—Two bedrooms,
modern brick apts. (900 sq.
ft.), located 2 miles north of
Clemson on Lake Hartwell.
Sand beach. Air conditioned.
Electric heat. Range and refrigerator furnished. Call
654-3218.

ORGAN FOR SALE
Italian portable, good condition, $400 or best offer.
Contact Robert Jones, A-822.

FOR SALE—1950 Ford, 6cyl., R & H. Good tires, runs
good, rebuilt brakes and
carb. Phone 654-4486 betw'n
6-10 p.m. wkdays.

BEAT HELL OUTA UGA
Support The Tigers

In Athens
Sat.r Sept. 28
Take Chartered Busses
TO AND FROM
SANFORD STADIUM
Leaving Loggia

11:30 A.M. Sat.

Returning By :

7:00 P.M. Sat.

TICKETS ON SALE AT LOGGIA
SEPT. 9-13
Approved By: Office of Student Affairs,
Tim Rodgers, Student Body President,
Joey Simpson, Central Spirit Committee
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The Good And The Ugly;
Dormitories Compared

wmm

The Good ...

. . . The Bad And The Ugly

Politicos Debate Issues
Last Wednesday, the Newman Hall housed an evening
convention of both Democratic and Republican representatives.
The speakers, Dr. Ernest
Lander for the Democrats, BUI
DePass and Harris Beach for
the Republicans gave their
opinions of the candidates for
this year's election.
Even though most people
went to the convention in Chicago for the food, Dr. Lander
pointed out, "McCarthy did
win some victories for his side.
He has nothing for the American people."
"Look at the progress made
by the Democrats," Dr. Lander continued.
Before 1941, his first year as
instructor here, there were few
automobiles, few well-positioned people, no color television sets ... Today professionals and workers earn
ten times their salaries of thir-

Giant
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from any photo
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only $f.95
(C4.95 ralne) JeW*
*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
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POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Get a

By MARCO H. CHEN
Staff Writer
ty years ago. More and more
people live in better homes,
have new cars and so on,
and this progress is the evidence that if Democrats have
not done enough, they have
tried, at least. "We do our
best. Democrats are the most
interested in the American people..."
In support of Richard
Nixon, Bill DePass said he
did not like the actual Democratic government because he
disliked the "permissive attitude it has toward a more
flexible, liberal law."
"Law
and constitution
should be reformed conscientiously, he said. "The Supreme
Court should be replaced by
more conservative people."
Regarding police action, he
said that "police should not
open fire at sight on a Negro
thief. The transgressor should
be apprehended and punished, however."
Harris
Beach returned
words against all candidates
except Rockefeller. "I am
tired," he insisted, "of seeing
Johnson playing politics with
the Vietnamese War, stealing
more and more power, promising something and doing'
another."
He continued, "We are ready
for a change, a change not
four years from now, not two
decades after."
He believed that neither Wallace, Nixon nor Humphrey
were capable of bringing this
change to America.
DePass continued, "I don't
think that any president, neither the actual nor the sequent
will put the necessary manpower to win the war." He
argued that there was nothing
we could benefit from winning
the war, and that Nixon would
GUNNISON, Colo. (CPS)
—Students at Western State
College here have elected the
dean of students as student
body president.
The election of Dean Olaf
Kjosness was seen as a protest
against a lack of student power in campus decisionmaking. "Since he has all the
power, we thought he might
as well have the job," explained one of the students.

probably attempt reaching a
prompt end.
DePass cleared his insistence
on the superiority of Nixon's
candidacy. "He is the new
man. He is coming with new
programs."
At this point, Lander put his
argument forward. "What did
Republicans make when they
had the opportunity last time?
Nothing concrete, nothing
new, nothing reforming . . .
They just continued with the
same policy, the same kind of
government."

The clean glass doors open
into the front lounge. Two
male students stand behind a
brown wood-paneled desk,
working an intercom. The yellow carpet is clean and unworn. The white linoleum
floors are clean and shine
through a good coat of wax.
This is High Rise No.2. '
Chipped, faded brown doors
with wire meshed windows
lead to the staircase. The stairs
are grey, painted—splattered
and dirty. The hall is a dimlylit green and white. The paint
is peeling from the walls. This
is dormitories 4,5,6,7 or 8.
The first floor of High Rise
No.2 is a lounge with clean
white walls, full length drapes,
tables, chairs and sofas of
modern decor. A television
has been placed in the back
lounge. The chairs have been
pulled up around it.
On the floors on which the
students reside, there is a telephone, two utility rooms with
ironing boards and a kitchen
sink, and two well-lit study
rooms. A maid cleans the
rugs, polishes the full length
mirrors in the halls, and does
other duties on each floor.
The 24 freshly painted
rooms on each floor are well
lighted and well kept. Each
room contains two single beds
with box springs and mattresses. There are two new
brown wooden desks with
overhead lights and shelves
above them. The lights are
adjustable on arms and can
reach over the beds.
Closets with sliding doors
and two dressers supply
ample space for clothes. On
the brightly painted walls
there are two mirrors with
lights over them. There is a
rug on the floor.
The rooms are quiet. Five
lamps and plenty of electric
outlets compensate for the one
window.
The bathrooms are clean
and white with plenty of sinks,
mirrors and bathtubs with
showers.
In the basements is a laundry and vending machines
which dispense drinks, sandwiches, candy and pastries.
The so called Barracks were
built when Clemson was still
a military school and reflect
the Spartan attitude of the
military. Unfortunately the
dorms no longer reflect the
spit-and-polish military look.
The walls are a faded green
and white with scorch marks
and tape from past posted notices on them. The dark brown
floors reflect very little light.
The floors are splattered with
paint in many places.
The heavy metal doors are
scorched and an occasional
area of rust can be spotted.

Transom doors are opened,
hung by a broken chain held
together by wire.
The doors at the end of the
halls have cracked or missing window panes. One can
feel the dampness. Overhead
on a beam is stuck a bumper
sticker, "67 The Year of the
Tigers."
The rooms with faded walls
obtain a study table with the
veneer chipped off in places,
two old metal beds with open
springs and open closets and
shelves with a faded dark tan
color which is chipped and
cracked.
The one overhead light does
not produce enough light. On
some of the overhead lights,
the white glass globes have
been removed in an effort to
obtain more light.
The old radiator has not
been turned on yet, so the
rooms are cold on some
mornings.
Extension cords surround
the rooms to compensate for
the one electric outlet. Shelves
have been built on the walls
of some rooms. Clothes hang
on nails placed in the walls
to give more space. All the
clothes get wrinkled and
dusty.

Book Review

Satan Is Alive
By MIKE SMITH
Staff Writer
The characters are so ridiSatan is alive and having
one helluva good time in Mos- culously drawn that the reader
cow!
So says Mikhail has to laugh at them. One
Bulgakov in his satirical character, Behemoth, is a
novel, "The Master and black cat that smokes cigars
and shoots a Browning autoMargarita."
Written by a Russian during matic. Among Woland's crothe reign of Stalin, this book nies is a nude girl vampire
has been banned throughout who has all Moscow astir.
The novel soon becomes two
that country. Only last year
novels in one, however, when
was it published in America.
the author inserts frequent
The work has been hailed as
an "outstanding literary event chapters from the Master's
novel about Pontius Pilate.
of this decade."
The two stories emerge when
Why has the book received
the Master asks Woland for
so much praise all over the free
world? Possibly because the eternal peace for his hapless
book looks playfully at Rus- hero.
The novel ends with the hero
sian life and treats if comicaland heroine riding with
ly and satirically.
The story opens with Woland and his entourage
into the gates of Hell where
Woland, a man who dabbles
God has granted them rest
in the black arts, appearing on
the streets of Moscow and fore- from their lives on earth.
Bulgakov uses every subtelling the death of Berlioz, a
man of letters. From his ironic tlety he can to satirize the reign
death till the deaths of the main of terror under Stalin. His
characters, the book leads the work is readable and enjoyreader through a spoof of Rus- able because he never bogs
sian mores, customs and their the reader in trivialities. His
characters, even though they
prudishness.
are so ridiculously drawn,
seem to live because the author
acts as if these people were the
type anyone could see any day
in downtown Moscow.
More important than Bulgakov's characterization and
style is his attacks on Communism. These attacks are
juries so monstrous, it's real- handled with great finesse and
ly impossible to tell how many poise. They criticize the whole
kids were hurt. We didn't even spectrum of Soviet life in such
have time to keep a logbook." a manner that the book never
Miss Hayes is on the Medi- becomes bitter and the narracal Committee for Human tive never becomes stilted. His
Rights; one of her associates greatest attack comes when his
had this to say: "I spoke to two lovers go to Hell to escape
a police desk sergeant in one the trials of Muscovite life.
of the local precincts. He fin- "The Master and Margarita"
ally blew his stack at some makes excellent light reading.
of my questions; he said the The reader is quickly caught
order had gone out to the hos- up in the midst of the odd happitals not to report any of the penings and whirled fantastiinjuries to the press or just cally through a most incrediabout anyone."
ble and enjoyable yarn.
But gathering together loose
strips of paper with hastily
scrawled names and adCALL FOR SWIMMERS
dresses the two women manAny student who can swim
aged to scrape together some
count of the number of people is invited to try out for the
hurt during five nights of vio- vVarsity swimming team
lence. Their accounts were There is a special need for
mostly from the makeshift liv- swimmers in the butterfly and
ingroom-size hospital on the freestyle events. But, no matthird floor of 116 South Mi- ter what your stroke is, see
chigan — the hospital which Coach Carl MuHugh in room
served the people brought in 101 of the Industrial Engineering Building.
from Grant Park.
According to both medical
coordinators, most injuries
were scalp cuts on the back of
the head. "There were many
broken hands and wrists;
See Our
many of the young men were
Complete
Selection
hurt in the groin.
Our most serious case was
a young woman of perhaps
20 who has broken ribs and
a suspected ruptured spleen."
Miss Hayes said there were
at least 1000 people treated
for burns and other complications caused by gassing.

Chicago: An Outside View
( Editor's Note; i he following is a personal account of
things seen, heard and felt by
one student reporter in Chicago last week. i)olph .>chifrin
is former editor of the Queens,
college \ews Project in \ew
»'ork City.)
CHICAGO (CPS) - Ride
the elevator in the SheratonBlackstone hotel and you cannot close your eyes to what
surrounds you: Kafka and
Genet have been articulated in
the Midwest this week.
The elevator opens at "A"
Floor, one of four opulent
mezzanines. You have just
been in the street, just seen 25
jeeploads of Illinois National
Guard unloading in doubletime at Grant Park, just passed the fifty security check by
blue-helmeted Chicago police
—the last check in the lobby of
the Blackstone — and here you
are at "A" Floor, the door
opening to a full grand ball
with the long-stemmed roses
in chiffon and their ramrod
escorts in full cummerbunded
array and all in a swirl of pink
impressionable grace, and the
people in the elevator stare at
you because you wear a miniskirt.
Third floor—alone in the
maroon-satin walled vault;
the business suits have already gone to meetings, and
the door slides open to a man
in a charcoal gray suit, gray
crewcut hair, simple smile, no
face and a tiny pin on the right

lapel. The pin has three sections colored light green, dark
blue, deep red. The man is a
Secret Service agent.
"You're just going up to
your room, son?" "That's
right." "You're working here
for the, uh..." "For the press."
"Well, that's very good," he
says. And as I swallow all the
paranoia of the fourth night
of violent Chicago, the elevator arrives at the fourth floor
—the floor of what some Democrats think is the "new"politics.
And there was the naivete—
the inexperiences of having
your body mishandled by
mindless, mechanical and, especially here in Chicago, lustful cops. Twenty-one newsmen
had to find out the hardest
way; and in the corner of the
main detention area of the
Cook County jail, a willowy
brunette with some of the dust
of Grant Park on a gray sweatshirt was found out as she was
beaten by a lustful Chicago
cop. Middle-aged well-meaning McCarthy wives found
out. Fifty-seven year old cab
driver Randolph d'Zurkio—
a commie-baiter but yippielover—found out. Quiet, purposeful,
Southern-drawling
Dan Rather of CBS News
found out. They found out because they were beaten.
Ann Hayes was unofficial
chief of medical operations in
Chicago for the week of violence. She said, "The number
of people hurt here is so imposing, the nature of the in-
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SENECA

"More students should get
involved with the judicial
branch of student government
because it is the only branch
of student government that
deals directly with the students, unlike the senate which
deals with them indirectly
through legislation," said
Attorney General
Harris
Beach Wednesday.
Beach is a senior from St.
George majoring in political
science. He plans to enter law
school next year.
Beach started his judicial
career as a defense attorney
his sophomore year. I His
junior year he was appointed
Chief Defense Attorney.
Beach emphasized that anyone who was planning to go
into law when they graduated
should consider serving as an
attorney for one of the courts.
He said the Judicial Branch
is moving very rapidly towards liberalization and cited
the recent decision to open the
courts as an example of this
liberalization.
He said the progress student
government is making is due
to the changing attitude of the
administration which "reflects
a progressive attitude on their
part,"
Beach served this summer
as the South Carolina State
Chairman for the Young Republicans for Rockefeller
movement.

Bar-B-Q Sandwiches
Cheeseburgers
Hamburgers
Hot Dogs

He said he thought there
was more support for Rockefeller in South Carolina than
was evident although it wasn't
too strong.
He insisted Rockefeller was
the best candidate the party
could field as far as electability. He said Rockefeller was an
expert on the urban crisis and
very knowledgeable on national and foreign policy.
Beach concluded by saying
Wallace will hurt Nixon in the
South but will hurt the Democrats in the North.

BROWN'S
LIQUOR STORE
Seneca - Clemson
By-Pass
SENECA, S. C.
882-8106

C & D Appliance
Company

Little Pigs
Barbecue House

FRIGIDAIRE
APPLIANCES
SALES & SERVICE
Phone 646-3550
Pendleton, S. C.

Pruirt Shopping Center
Anderson, S. C. 29621
Telephone 224-2402

LUXURY MUSLIN
ot

MOHAWK

SHEETS

Flai

•SIILI.I.S

Fitted

piUow cases $1.09 Pi.

BLANKETS

BEDSPREADS
Twin Size
Popular Colors
Ideal for Dorms

2.49

$2.98

72x90 Full Size
.Termal Washable C J 00
Popular Colors
JL,QQ

STUDENT LAMPS
Goose Neck
Hi Intensity
Fluorescent
Clip Ons

$1.99 lo $5.95

ELECTRIC HOT WATER POT
Porcelain
4 Cup Size
Complete
with Cord

Make Your
Instant Tea
or Coffee
in Minutes

$1.59

IRONING BOARDS - - - - $ 3.98
TRASH CANS -----.66
BED PILLOWS -----1.00
RUGS - ROOM SIZE - - - - 12.88
Clemson Imprinted

OVERNIGHT

TRAVEL BAG

S&
$7*■«/#
39
One"

SCHOOL

TRAVEL VALET
Heavy Zipper
f ~ AA
Keeps Clothes \/ VX
Neat & Fresh. •»*>•'»»

SUPPLIES
Book Ends
Biology Paper
Attache Case

Nylon Tip Pens
35c
Paper Mate Pens —-74c
Sheaffer Pens
77c

83c
29c
$4.95

COLLEGIATE TYPING SETS
25 SHEETS TYPEWRITER BOND
25 SETS OF COPY SHEETS WITH
DISPOSABLE CARBONS

f+f\ _,
O^J ft

BOND TYPING PAPER - $ .59

1.00
-

- $ .77

HARPER'S TOILETRIES AT

DISCOUNT PRICES

"=fl»QtfS'
MEMS

Beach Suggests
More Involvement

ICE CHESTS *£&*.

Shop

Unconditionally guaranteed.

Harris Beach

"6 PACK" SIZE with Handles

If you can't catch 'em, we have them.

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1*69

1

ERASABLE

For Your Shopping Needs

Swingline
Tot Stapler

98

There is no laundry, no
ironing boards, no carpeting.
The television rooms that do
exist have old worn furniture.
Some of the mirrors have
been removed from the bathrooms. The door of one bathroom reads "The back of this
door looks terrible." The
silver paint has come off some
of the mirrors. Some of the
faucets leak.
Opinions of High Rise No.2
are favorable in spite of complaints of being too cold because of hard to control air
conditioning and bad radio
reception.
John Schleig said, "I lived
in most all the dorms and this
is the best to fulfill what a student wants in a room. I think
there should be more dorms
like this for boys."
"I lived in the tin cans for
three years and this is lifte
heaven," stated Jim Halcombe, a senior.
About the Barracks, "Freshman Russel Bishop stated that
at least they could paint the
walls. "Wedon'thavetoworry
about tearing up anything."
Also Freshman Robert Burrell said, "It's better than
everyone said it would be.
It's as good as the tin cans!"

SHOP
CLEMSON

Morgan'* Flowers & Gifts £
112 Sloan Street

Peter Nero gives these 11 Tijuana Brass hits a fresh, new
approach. Spanish Flea, A
tasta ol Honey, What Now My
Love, The Lonely Bull, Work
Song, Crea Ml Amor, others.
P8S-1217

95c ULTRA BRITE TOOTH PASTE
$1.99 LISTERINE — FULL QUART
$1.00 MENNEN SPRAY DEODORANT
79c COLGATE INSTANT SHAVE FOAM __2 for
89c SCHICK BLADES — 5 STAINLESS __2 for

John B. Lee
"FOR MUSIC"

Clemson

6544321

132 N. MAIN
ANDERSON, S. C.
226-2411

5 & 10c STORE

-

CLEMSON

$ .57
$1.33
$ .77
$1.00
$1.00
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TRAILING
TIGER
By RANDY PEELE
Tiger Sports Editor

1. PURDUE will win 11, lose
0: Virginia (w), Notre Dame
(w), Northwestern (w), Ohio
State (w), Wake Forest (w),
Iowa (w), Illinois (w), Minnesota (w), Michigan State (w),
Indiana (w) and Southern Cal
in Rose Bowl (w).
2. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA will win 10, lose 1: Minnesota (w), Northwestern (w),
Miami (Fla.) (w), Stanford
(w), Washington (w), Oregon
(w), California (w), Oregon
State (w), UCLA (w), Notre
Dame (w) and Purdue in Rose
Bowl (1).
3. TEXAS will win 11, lose 0:
Houston (w), Texas Tech (w),
Okalhoma State (w), Oklahoma (w), Arkansas (w), Rice
(w), So. Methodist (w), Baylor (w), Texas Christian (w),
Texas A&M (w) and Oklahoma in the Cotton Bowl(w).
4. NOTRE DAME will win 8,
lose 2: Oklahoma (w), Purdue
(1), Iowa (w), Northwestern'
(w), Illinois (w), Michigan
State (w), Navy (w.), Pitts-,
burgh (w), Georgia Tech(w),
Southern Cal (1).

Wake Forest (w), North
Carolina (w), Oklahoma (1),
So. Methodist (w), South
Carolina (w), Virginia (w),
Maryland (w), Clemson (w),
Duke (w), Florida State (w).
15. OHIO STATE will win 7,
lose 2: So. Methodist (w), Oregon (w), Purdue (1), Northwestern (w), Illinois (w),
Michigan State (1), Wisconsin
(w), Iowa (w), Michigan (w).
16. ARIZONA STATE will
win 8, lose 2: Wisconsin (w),
Texas-El Paso (1), Wyoming
(w), Washington State (w),
Oregon State (1), New Mexico
(w), Utah (w), Brigham
Young (w), San Jose State
(w), Arizona (w).

,H*J?'

Schmidt
17. CLEMSON will win 8,
lose 3: Wake Forest (w), Georgia (1), Georgia Tech (w),
Auburn (w), Duke (w), Alabama (w), N. C. State (1),
Maryland (w), North Carolina (w), South Carolina (w)
and Nebraska in the Gator
Bowl (1).
18. SYRACUSE will win 7,
lose 3: Michigan State (1),
Maryland (w), UCLA (1),
Pittsburg (w), California (w),
Holy Cross (w), William and
Mary (w), Navy (w), West
Virginia (w), Penn State (1).
19. ALABAMA will win 8,
lose 2: Va. Tech (w), Southern Mississippi (w), Mississippi (w), Vanderbilt (w),
Tennessee (1), Clemson (1),
Mississippi State (w), LSU
(w), Miami Fla.) (w), Auburn (w).
20. WYOMING will win 7,
lose 3: Nebraska (1), Utah
State (w), Air Force (w), Arizona State (1), Brigham
Young (w), Utah (w), New
Mexico (w), Colorado State
(w), Texas-El Paso (1), Arizona (w).
Note: (w) means rated team
will win game with opponent
listed, (1) means rated team
will lose. Ratings and records
reflect teams' schedules.

By JULE WELBORN
Sports Writer
The offensive and defensive
outlooks for this year's Clemson Tigers are favorable, but
there are several places where
problems have developed.
When interviewed, offensive
coach *"Whitey" Jordon and
defensive coach Bob Smith explained just how things stand
right now.
According to Jordon, some
parts of the offense will be
better. The main problem is
lack of depth and the team is
very inconsistent. In some
positions there is also a lack
of experience.
The line should, Jordon
said, be better this year.
Wayne Mulligan and Gary
Arthur return to their old positions with added experience.
The tackles, Richard Garick
and Joe Lhotsky are quicker
than the tackles of last year.
At the other guard, Randy
Harvey has big shoes to fill,
but he is doing a fine job.

The main problem in the
line is at offensive guard. The
receivers are not as good this
year because of the lack of experience.
However, there is plenty of
ability. Thecoaches have been
experimenting with different
players at end. Right now
their positions are up for
grabs for the players who
want them most.
The backfield should be
sound. The running should be
as good as last year with the
return of Buddy Gore.
Fullback is the strongest position. Benny Michael, Ray
Yauger, and Rickey Medlin
are battling to see who will
start on September 21.
Coach Jordon says Charley
Waters if the key to the whole
offense.
"Waters is a great athlete
and has plenty of ability.
" If the offense jells," according to Jordon, "Clemson could
with barring injuries, have a

6. TENNESSEE will win 10,
lose 1: Georgia (w), Memphis.
State (w), Rice (w), Georgia
Tech (w), Alabama (w),
UCLA (w), Auburn (w),
Mississippi (w), Kentucky
(w), Vanderbilt (w) and
Texas A&M in Sugar Bowl
(1).
7. OKLAHOMA will win 8,
lose 3 Notre Dame (1), N.C.
State (w), Texas (1), Iowa
State (w), Colorado (w), Kansas State (w), Kansas (w),
Missouri (w), Nebraska (w),
Oklahoma State (w) and
Texas in the Cotton Bowl (1).

9. INDIANA will win 8, lose
2: Baylor (w), Kansas (w),
Illinois (w), Iowa (w), Michigan (w), Arizona (w), Wisconsin (w), Michigan State (w),
Minnesota (1), Purdue (1).

Clemson coeds toy out for 1968-89 cheerleader positions.

GEORGIA TICKETS
Tickets to the Clemson-Georgia game will be available to
Clemson students on the
Loggia beginning Monday,
Sept. 9.

10. PENN STATE will win9,
lose 2: Navy (w), Kansas
State (w), West Virginia (w),
UCLA (1), Boston College
(w), Army (w), Miami (Fla.)
(1), Maryland (w), Pittsburgh
(w),
Syracuse
(w) and
Florida in the Orange Bowl
(w).

CAROLINA
a' 9, lose 1:

As parts of the national TV
schedule, Clemson's game
with Wake Forest (Sept. 21)
and N.C. State (Nov. 2) will
be telecast live from Wake
Forest and Raleigh in sectional broadcasts.
Filmed highlights and live
comments by Coach Frank
Howard and his assistant
coaches will be presented
every Sunday by WSPA-TV
(Spartanburg), WNOK-TV

(Columbia),
WCSC-TV
(Charleston) and WBTW-TV
(Florence). The show will be
presented in color by the
Humble Oil and Refining
Company.
Broadcast time will vary
from week to week, but basically the September-October
shows start from 4:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m., while the four November shows will begin between 12:15 p.m. and 1:00
p.m.

SWIRL BOUTIQUE
We have a full range of sizes of

12. NEBRASKA will win 9,
lose 2: Wyoming (w), Utah
(w), Minnesota (1), Kansas
(w), Missouri (w), Oklahoma
State (w), Iowa State (w) Kansas State (w), Colorado (w),
Oklahoma (1) and Clemson
in the Gator Bowl (w).

14. NORTH
STATE will i

Tigers On TV

heck of a year."
When asked about that Look
prediction, he had two comments to make.
The first was that if The
Tigers beat Georgia Tech and
Alabama, they would not lose
to Georgia and N.C. State.
The other commentwas that
the games come one at a time
and that the first one against
Wake Forest will show exactly
what kind of a team Clemson
will have.
Coach Smith says the defense should be better than last
year.
He stated, "The main defensive problem is lack of
depth. The experience gained
last year is the biggest asset."
The same front seven except
for Ivan Sutherland at left end
are returning.
Ronnie Ducworth at end,
Mike Locklair and John Cagle
at the tackle spots, James
Tompkins at middle guard,
and Billy Ware and Jimmy
Catoe, who is hurt, as linebacker, are the returners.
Linebacker is the only position with good depth.
The defensive backfield has
two returning starters. They
are Richi Luzziand Lee Rayburn.
The first team left corner
position is a battle between
John Fulmer and Chuck Werner.
Gary Compton, Mike Funderback and Sonney Cassady
are fighting for the right safety
position.
Coach Smith said that he
wants.his defense to be more
aggressive so more mistakes
will be forced.
He also wants more pass
rush so that the opposing
quarterback will have to
throw off balance, which
can cause interceptions.
Generally, The Tigers are
stronger than they were last
year.
With a little luck the 1968
season will be another Year
of The Tiger, and according
to Look, a Gator Bowl bid.

Men's Shirts slightly irregular

forwards. Schmidt is one of the
halfbacks.
This is a very balanced and
highly flexible system of soccer, and the hardest to master
well. When mastered well, with
sufficient depth, it can pay
some high dividends.
Schmidt is not the only outstanding player on the team.
Indeed, he won most valuable
player honors and best offensive player awards in last
year's debut, but there are
yet more excellent soccer
players to look for in 1968.
Bill Collins, who won the
best defensive award in 1967
at fullback, as well as Alan
Griffin, who played some
magnificent games last year,
along with George Kammoun, all 210 pounds of him,
will head the defensive team.
In addition, returning lettermen, goalie Gary Pace and
fullback Donnie McCombs, as
well as Ed Wenz, who was
sidelined last year, will complete the roster at fullback.
Along with Schmidt at halfback are returning Bruce
Pinto and Bjorn Anzen. Both
should help Schmidt quite a bit
in his quest for the All-American spot.
At forwards, though only
Mark Rubich returns as a
starting letterman, Clemson
should find more punch than
ever before.
Stuart Clarkson returns
from the highly successful
1967 B squad and Andy Demon, who was unable to play
in 1967, has what may be the
hardest shot of all the forwards in the conference, including Maryland's finest and
the University of North Carolina's Louis Bush.
UNC led the conference in
team and individual scoring
last year with 45 goals, and
Bush scored 16 of those.
Maryland, who has won the

Freshman
Football
Uy .II.V1 -\ALSr;it
sports Writer
The freshman football team
has been working hard on
fundamentals, preparing for
the opening game Sept. 27
against Wake Forest.
However,
according to
Coach Tom Bass, the drills
will start picking up in intensity"We've developed a good offense, but we haven't done
much work on defense as yet,"
reports Coach Bass, who is
in his second year as head
freshman coach.
"I feel like this team is a
much better one than the freshman team we had last year,"
he stated. The cubs were 2-3
in 1967.
Mentioned as looking good
in practice sessions were offensive guards Rick Olszewski,
Tappey Squires and Gerry
Hough.
Fullback Mike Newell and
flanker Pete Galuska also
have been impressive in workouts thus far.
Quarterbacks Tommy Kendrick and Rick Gilstrap have
been throwing well.
Bass said that it was too
early to tell who would be on
the starting teams.
He stated that most positions were still being contested
and that they would be decided in the next two weeks.
He also said that injuries had
hampered the team.

Weekly YMCA
Swim Schedule
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:

Saturday:
Sunday:

1:30 - 4:30 men and women
6:30 - 8:00 men
8:00 - 10:00 men and women
1:30 - 4:30 men and women
6:30 - 8:30 families and coeds
1:30 - 4:30 men and women
6:30 - 8:00 men
8:00 - 10:00 men and women
1:30 - 4:30 men and women
6:30 - 8:30 familes and coeds
1:30 - 4:30 men and women
6:30 - 8:30 men
1:30 - 4:30 men and women
6:30 - 8:30 men and women
2:00 - 5:00 men and women

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

f

• TAPERED

'69 Baseball Team
Is Youngest Ever
By GEORGE FOSTER
Sports Writer
The baseball team this year
will probably be the youngest
team in history to represent
Clemson on the diamond.
Making up the squad will be
seven seniors, four juniors,
five sophomores and twenty
freshmen.
"There is more talent this
year than in the past and a
good chance for a junior varsity team, but the success of
this will depend on how
quickly the freshmen develop" stated Coach Wilhelm.
On this year's team, of the
twenty freshmen, ten are on
scholarships.
Of these ten, five of them are
pitchers — lefthanders, Dave
Volkenburg, Pa., Rusty Gerhardt, Baltimore, Md., and
righthanders, John Stanley,

Gore
Injured

Canal Zone; Mike Gill, Towson, Md.; and Jay Berris,
Clemson.
The other five on scholarships are power hitters Mike
Ward, Mansion; Johnny
Seavers,
Charlotte, N. C;
Eddy Dixon, Florence; Craig
White, Fairfax, Va.; and Russ
Williams, Greenville.
Coach Wilhelm also stated,
"I like guys mean and lean
and there are a few not lean
enough."
But a hundred and fifty days
of practice should help eliminate this situation.
Of these hundred fifty days,
there will be fifty this fall and
a hundred in the spring.
This number of practices is
more than any other school
in the ACC.

JUDGE KELLER'S
PANTS

Buddy Gore, tailback of the
Tigers and last year's ACC
player of the year, was injured
in £n intersquad scrimmage
Tuesday afternoon.
According to informed
sources, Gore sustained a
sprained knee and will be on
crutches for a few days.

SHIRTS
CLEMSON

T-SHIRTS

SOCKS
Clemson, S. C.

Harris Sporting Goods
FRATS!
Order Your Jerseys Now!

Pastrami, Corn Beef,
Roast Beef on French Bread
or Rye

OPEN 11-7 ON SUNDAYS

Your Walgreen AgencyCENTER

Downtown

Clemson

.

fljf

Complete line of Pizzas

• BUTTON-DOWN COLLAR

SHOPPING

_!

FEATURING

• LONG SLEEVE

CLEMSON

Among the new freshmen,
Albert Davidson, Stan Lewis
and "Lightnin" Klinck, all at
forwards; and Shreve Davis
at goalie should add needed
depth to the lineup.
All in all, The Tigers will
be out to improve their fourth
place finish in the conference
as well as their 6-5 season
record of last year.
Their schedule will not permit them to take things easy.
In addition to Emory Univ.,
Warren Wilson, Jacksonville
Univ., the Citadel, Erskine,
Belmont Abbey and the Univ.
of Chattanooga, the squad
will be up against all the ACC
foes: Duke, UNC, N.C. State,
Virginia and Maryland.

All Delicatessen
Sandwiches

at $2.99

THE
HOMEMAKER
SHOP

conference title ever since soccer was founded in the Atlantic
Coast Conference needs no
more introductions. Their 5-0
victory over Clemson was
Clemson's worst defeat in its
short history.
Among the new additions
to The Tiger squad are some
very promising freshmen as
well as transfer students.
Malcolm Carsten, who
transferred from Brevard College, had set a new scoring
record there last year with
twelve goals. He was the MVP
at Brevard in 1967.
His teammate, David Mullis, should also provide a thrill
or two to Clemson's few but
ardent soccer fans.

The YMCAswimmingpoolwillbeopenthefollowing hours
for use during the first semester:

Friday:

11. OREGOX STATE will win
9, lose 1: Iowa (w), Utah(w),
Washington (w), Kentucky
(w), Arizona State (w), Washington State (w), Stanford
(w), UCLA (w), Southern Cal
(1), Oregon (w).

13. FLORIDA will win 9, lose
2: Air Force (w), Florida State
(w), Mississippi State (w), Tulane (w), North Carolina(w),
Vanderbilt (w), Auburn (w),
Georgia (1), Kentucky (w),
Miami (Fla.) (w) and Penn
State in the .Orange Bowl (1).

Clemson's soccer Tigers
cannot bo£»st a $1,250,000
star such as Pele on its young
team.
Pele, at the age of 27, is a
national possession of Brazil,
and may be the greatest soccer
star in the world.
He has just helped in defeating the Atlanta Chiefs, scoring
his 950th career goal.
His partially tax free income
is definitely the highest salary
ever paid for an athlete in the
world.
Frank Schmidt is not a national possession of the United
States or Clemson for that
matter, but he happens to be
Clemson's first candidate for
all-America in soccer.
Chances are, Schmidt will
never be a Pele, but Schmidt
should become Clemson's first
All-American in soccer.
The Tigers, who have been
practicing since August 22nd,
have been stressing the 4-2-4
formation, which made Pele
and his national Brazilian
team the world champions in
1958 and 1962.
The 4-2-4 utilizes four fullbacks, two halfbacks and four

Tiger Football Coaches
Look At Coming Season

5. TEXAS A&M will win 10,
lose 1: Louisiana State (w),
Tulane (w), Florida State
(w), Texas Tech (w), Texas
Christian (w), Baylor (w),
Arkansas (w), So. Methodist
(w), Rice (w), Texas (1) and
Tennessee in the Sugar Bowl
(w).

8. MINNESOTA will win 8,
lose 2: Southern Cal (1), Nebraska (w), Wake Forest (w),
Illinois (w), Michigan State
(w), Michigan (w), Iowa (w),
Purdue (1), Indiana (w), Wisconsin (w).

Page 5

Schmidt Tops In Soccer

THE

Clemson's Tigers will rank
17th nationally and receive a
Gator Bowl bid after posting
an 8-2 regular season record.
This is what the new issue of:
Look Magazine predicts in its
annual college football forecast.
According to these predictions, The Tigers will lose only
two seasonal games to both
Georgia and N.C. State.
Tiger victories will include
such rival teams as Georgia
Tech, Auburn and Alabama
in other conferences plus ACC
victories over the Univ. of
South Car., Duke, Wake
Forest, the Univ. of North
Car., and Maryland.
With their 8-2 records, The
Tigers will then receive a
Gator Bowl bid, but according to the predictions, The
Tigers will have to upset Nebraska to take that one.
The following is a roster
of the top twenty teams according to Look with their
season schedules and proposed records:

THE TIGER

Call 654-3692
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Curriculum Changes
Affect Four Colleges

Campus News

Theater Tryouts Held
The Clemson Little Theatre
will be having a second tryout for "Look Homeward Angel" at 8 p.m. in the YMCA on
September 6. Although there
remain mainly female roles to
be cast, men who wish to audition will also be welcomed.
TAPS DROP-IN
Taps will hold its first semester drop-in on Monday
night, September 9 from 7 to
8 in the TAPS lounge on the
9th level of the student center.
All interested sophomores
and juniors with a 1.8 GPR are
urged to attend. We are told
that Editor Jeff O'Cain would
really be happy if everyone
wore a coat and tie.
DIXIE SKYDIVERS
The Dixie Skydivers will
jump onto the conter-guerilla
field behind the stadium Friday afternoon from 1:30 to4.
The club asks all interested
students to attend a meeting
for new members Tuesday at
7 p.m. in the Chemistry Auditorium.
MOVIEMAKER NEEDED
The Alumni Office would
like to locate a student who
has had some experience with
8mm or 16mm movie equipment to photograph student
activities throughout the year.
Camera, tripod and film will
be provided. Interested students should contact Mr. Joe
Sherman in the Alumni Office.
MEDICAL FRATERNITY
Delta Sigma Nupre-medical
and pre-dental fraternity is
holding a drop-in on Tuesday
Sept. 11 at 8 p.m. in Room 2
of the YMCA. Any sophomore, junior or senior male
with a 2.5 GPR who plans to
attend medical or dental
school is welcome to come.
Refreshments will be served.
LIGHT BRIGADE
The Light Brigade, Clemson Army ROTC's women's
auxiliary, held its fall drop-in
for prospective members on
Monday, Sept. 2 at Tillman
Hall. The 58 persons attending viewed movies of the Light
Brigade and ROTC activities
at Clemson. Guests at the
drop-in were Col. and Mrs.
G. K. Maertens and the

brigade staff of the ROTC unit.
Any girls interested in joining the Light Brigade who
missed last Monday's meeting
are encouraged to contact
Sharon Manley in Room4D5,
Manning Hall.
PRE-MED GIRLS
All female upperclassm e n
majoring in pre-medicine or
pre-dentistry are urged tomeet
on Wednesday, Sept. 12, at
7 p.m. at the Tiger Office on
the ninth level of the Student
Center.
BOWLERS TO MEET
The Clemson Univer s i t y
Bowling Club will have an
important meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 11, at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 200 of Hardin Hall.
The purpose of the meeting
is to make plans for the selection of this year's University
Bowling Team and plan for a
University Bowling League.
Anyone interested but unable to attend this meeting
should stop by Room 203 of
Hardin Hall and leave his
name.
OFFICIAL GETS GOV'T
JOB
William R. Mattox, assistant
director of admissions, is serving as a credential analyst
in the Agency for International Development in Washington, D.C., for two weeks.
Mattox is evaluating the
academic credentials of foreign candidates for sponsored
study at U.S. institutions of
higher learning. He was selected by the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
for the joint AACRAO-AID
project
IEEE
The IEEE will sponsor a
tutoring program in E. E.
courses for all engineers who
need this help. There will be
two seniors available in the
engineering library on the
third floor of Riggs hall from
7 p.m. to 11 p.m. every Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
The next meeting of the
IEEE will be held on Tuesday,
September 10, at 7:30 p.m. in
Riggs Hall.

Pepsi-Cola
and Tigers
Pour If On

MUSIC CLUB
The Clemson Music Club
will present Christina Howard
and Ireland Regnier in a concert of music ranging from
Baroque to contemporary on
recorder and guitar at its first
meeting Sept. 9. The program
is at 8 p.m. in Room 201 of
the Education Building.
For her presentation, Mrs.
Howard will use both an alto
and soprano recorder to perform Telemann's "Partita No.
5 in E Minor" and "Sonata
No.2 in C Major." Regnier
will perform selections on
flamenco and classical guitar.
All Clemson students, faculty and staff are invited to attend.
MEDICAL AND DENTAL
SCHOOL
All medical school and dental school recommendations
are being made by the Clemson Medical Committee. Dr.
Frank Burtner, committee
chairman, requests that all
students desiring recommendation contact him immediately. His office is Room 100,
Hardin Hall, and he has office hours all day on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
Any student who scored below 400 on the Medical College Admission Test should
see Dr. Burtner to arrange for
a re-test. The next test date is
Oct. 19.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
On Wednesday, September
11, at 7 p.m., Dr. Charles
Arrington, pastor of the Clemson Baptist Church, will conduct an open discussion on the
church and today's college
student. The discussion will be
held at the student union building next to the Baptist church.
All interested people are invited to attend.
THOMAS M. GOFORTH
Thomas M. Goforth, a geology major from Rock Hill, is
one of 12 college students from
the South and Southeast who
will participate in a seminar
at Texas Christian University
Sept. 3-13.
During the short course in
analytical
geochemistry,
Goforth will receive training in
the operation of various X-ray
instruments used to determine
the mineral composition of
geologic materials.
A rising senior, Goforth was
selected on the basis of
scholarship. All expenses will
be paid by the TCU Research
Foundation, sponsor of the
program.
Goforth is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry B. Goforth
of 1153 Marydale Lane.

By SALLIE STURGIS
Staff Writer

Master Plan

Expansion Plan Revealed
By ED HUFF
Staff Writer
To meet the proposed capacity of 10,000 students in
1975, Clemson administrators are working to deal with
the ever-expanding demands
for new housing facilities,
dorms, a student union and
educational expansion.

Dean McClure stated in a
speech delivered to the Conference for the Society of College and University Planning
at Ann Arbor, Michigan in
August of last year, that, "The
planning team has felt that to
facilitate ease of communication and a true sense of acaDean of Architecture, Dr. demic environment, a close inMcClure, said "An institution teraction of building groups
stands or falls on the quality and spaces created by them is
mandatory."
of its teaching programs."
This idea of closeness in
Consequently, a new En- building groups will probably
glish and Foreign Language be seen most readily when the
complex, a new Biological Humanities Building will be
Science building and a added on to the future MathHumanities building among Physics complex and in the
several other developments new English-Foreign Lanare now scheduled to go up guage complex in Daniel Hall.
The English Department is
in the near future.
According to McClure, the planning to move out of the
Master Plan is continually present Math-English combeing studied and added onto plex and into Daniel Hall, lo"reflecting and accommodat- . cated between Rigg's Hall and
ing such unpredictable forces the library, leavingthatwhole <
as might be brought to bear." complex for the expanding
Math and Physics DepartThis past decade has seen ments.
many fundamental changes in
This move is a major porClemson's Master Han such tion of immediately planned
as the expansion of research developments. The old libr ary
capabilities, "racial integra- is being renovated to become
tion on all program levels, an administrative building. A
co-education replacing an all- new Student Health Center will
male student body, and the soon replace the present inreinforcement of a long- firmary.
established concept of comDr. McClure concluded his
munity and public service."
speech by saying, "In the end
One of the major goals un- it is hoped that past errors can
derlying the Master Plan orga- be corrected and enduring
nization is the "tightening up" values guarded as growth and
of the space for future build- change occur. We hope to
achieve progressive, funcings.

Clemson's Favorite
Innkeeper

Post Filled
Stanley B. Smith Jr., of
Greenville has joined the
Clemson University office of
admissions and registration
as admissions officer.
His Clemson duties include
reviewing applications from
prospective Clemson students.
During the fall months, Smith
will visit high schools
throughout South Carolina
during college day programs
and counsel students concerning admission requirements
at Clemson.
Smith received his undergraduate degree in English
from Furman University in
1962 and served two years
as a lieutenant with the Army
in Alaska.
He received his M.A. degree
in education from Furman in
June and participated in the
National Science Foundation
mathematics institute for secondary school teachers at
Clemson this past summer.
HUMAN RELATIONS
COUNCIL
The Clemson chapter of the
S.C. Council on Human Relations will have a meeting on
Monday, Sept. 9, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church. The guest speaker
will be Dr. Rolin Haynes, head
of the Psychology Department
at S.C. State College.

This course in planning is
interdisciplinary in nature,
but the core of the studying
is controlled by the School of
Architecture.
The graduate students in
MCP are now making a study
for a new town for the Greenville-Pickens Joint County
Planning Commission. This
town is connected with the
Duke Power Keowee-Toxaway project in the Jocassee
River area.
New majors in psychology
and in political science and a
fine arts minor are offered this
term by the College of Arts and
Sciences, according to Dr.
Robert S. Lambert, head of the
Social Sciences department.

WSA

(Continued from page 1)
If the amendments to the
old USA constitution are
passed, women students will
be virtually creating a separate student' government for
coeds. There will be only a
slight thread linking WSA to
the rest of the student government structure.
Sharon Manley, an opponent of the proposed WSA,
feels that "it is time for the
coeds on the Clemson campus
to be students before females."
She explained that if WSA is
accepted as an autonomous
governmental body, the resulting gap between men and
women students will render
irreparable harm to student
and harmony and preclude
most attempts at cooperation
between male and female.

ATTENTION SENIORS
Candidates for graduation
in December 1968 and May
1969 must file diploma applications in the Office of Admissions and Registration by
Sept. 21.

This year the college is requiring History Major graduate candidates to take a comprehensive examination in the
field of History.

Rabbit Martin's
Package Store
and
Party Shop

Thurs.-Fri.-Sai.
Sept. 5-6-7
DEBORAH KERR
DAVID NIVEN

-PRUDENCE AND
THE PILL"
IN COLOR
For Mature Audiences
Special Late Shows Fri. &
Sat. Nights at 10:30 P.M.
JOHN SAXON
MARY ANN MOBLEY
-in-

Pendleton, S. C.

'FOR SINGLES ONLY'
IN COLOR
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. - Sept.
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
ROBERT MITCHUM
PETER FALK

Liquor # 267

"ANZIO"
IN COLOR

Burgers

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.
Sept. 11-12-13
DEAN MARTIN
ROBERT MITCHUM

Barbecues

"5 CARD STUD"
IN COLOR

Dinners to Go
Served in a Jiffy
Pendleton Road

COFFEE SHOP - SWIMMING POOL
-

tional and beautiful academic
environment with very limited
financial resources. The job
has just begun."

A two-year graduate program in city and regional
planning leading to a professional masters degree in MCP
has been announced by
Harlan E. McClure, Dean of
the School of Architecture.

Candidates for graduation
are to take History 499
(Studies in History) in preparation for this test.
Dr. Harold F. Landrith,
Dean of the School of Education, said that two main additions would be in effect in the
School of Education this term.
A new Master of Education in
reading and new certification
courses in special education
are the additions in this
school.

MACS DRIVE-IN

SENCONEE MOTEL

T. V.

Curriculum changes are effective this semester in four of
the six educational colleges of
the university.
J.W. Jones, Director of Resident* Instruction of the College
of Agriculture and Biological
Sciences, said that two new
doctoral programs, one in
agricultural engineering and
anotherjn plant physiology;
and masters programs in
wildlife biology and in botany
are now being offered.
During the 1967-68 academic year the College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences also reviewed its entire
undergraduate program.
This review has lead to a number of significant changes in
the curriculum. However,
since these changes will not be
in effect until the fall of 1969,
Jones said their announcement would be at a later date.

Clemaon

Clemson Theatre

PHONES

PHONES 882-2784
123 By-Pass

Seneca, S. C.

NEW CRAIG STEREO
AUTO TAPE PLAYER

The department of textiles and department of chemical engineering have each
received renewals of $1,000 grants made by Monsanto Co. last year. Left to right
are: Clemson President Robert C. Edwards; George C. Crook of Atlanta, Ga., Monsanto's recruiting manager for the southeast region; Dean Wallace D. Trevillian of the
School of Industrial Management and Textile Science; J. Maurice Johnson, supervisor of personnel operations with Monsanto's Greenwood plant; and Dr. Charles E.
LitUejohn, head, chemical engineering department. Half of each $1,000 award provides an undergraduate scholarship and the remainder serves as a grant-in-aid for
the respective departments. (Clemson Newsphoto)

Candy Stripe Delicatessen
DISTRIBUTORS FOR S S. PIERCE OF BOSTON
KOSHER MEATS

IMPORTED SALAMI

IMPORTED CHEESE

ALL BEER AT DISCOUNT PRICES
B06 N. MURRAV AVE.
PHONE 226-2144
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Skippers do it!

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

Candy Stripe Package Store
504 N. MURRAY AVE.
ANDERSON, S. C.

YOUR

Model #3104

exalt

• Plays 8 track tapes

STORE J

• Foolproof automatic cartridge &
track selection

SKELTON'S TIRE &
APPLIANCE CO.
Clemson, S. C.

602 S. MURRAY AVE.
ANDERSON, S. C.

• Up to 80 minutes playing time

114 College Ave.

J. J. Statlakis Package Store

Serving Clemson Since 1909*

— WITH A SMILE —
Downtown

Clemson

Inglish feather.
For men who want to be where the
action is. Very intrepid. Very masculine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION*
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.

Red Circle Inc.
Package Store
107 WHITEHALL RD.
ANDERSON, S. C.

